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ES/NFI MONTHLY COORDINATION MEETING 
Meeting Minutes 

 
Date: 20 September, 2016, 10.30-12.30  

Location: UNHCR White Nile Conference Room, Khartoum 

Present: ESNFI Project (chair and minutes), UNHCR, NOHS,NCA, AOSCD, ECHO, SORC, TGH, Concern WW, 
ADRA,BCDO,SSDHA,GFO,SRCS,JASMAR,OFDA,UPO,RDN,AORD  

Action Points: 
1. The Sector Coordination will contact partners who have expressed interest in partaking in the SAG, circulate 

the terms of reference and call for the first SAG meeting in October. 

2. The Sector reporting officer to circulate the 4Ws template with guidance. Deadline for submission is 09 
October 2016 COB. 

 

Issue Action Taken 

Opening 
Remarks 

Action points from the last meeting with the UNHCR global focal point for shelter included the 
formation of the SAG and the Technical Working Groups. 
 

*** 
Action points: 
1. The Sector Coordination will contact partners who have expressed interest in partaking in 

the SAG, circulate the terms of reference and call for the first SAG meeting in October. 

Security & 
Population 
Movement 

The Sector Coordinator requested that implementing partners provided an update on the 
Security and Population movement. Comments were as follows; 

- JASMAR: No current NFIs activities in Blue Nile state.  
- UMCOR: UMCOR reported a good level of coordination in East Darfur between actors 

on the ground, with regards to the transfer of the South Sudanese refugees from 
Khor Omer to Kariu settlement site.- regarding shelter materials- UMCOR managed to 
distribute 1100 complete shelters, Their  target is 3,000 shelters For the south 
Sudanese in Kariu – operating through Al Masar organization. 

- NCA: NCA distributed NFIs and emergency shelters to 136 households in Hasahisa 
and Hemedia IDP Camps West Darfur. NCA submitted an NFI request to UNHCR after 
receiving beneficiaries list from IOM for a caseload of 239 newly displaced 
households in Otash Camp From Jabal Marra. 

- AOSCD: AOSCD is continuing construction of metal frame shelters in Kass locality, 
further details will be shared with sector so far, the targeted Number is almost 
achieved: 100 households, 90 shelters constructed. 

- SORC: SORC is conducting a Joint assessment for households affected by heavy rains 
in Nitrite and Zalingi, 621 households reported. The report will be shared with the 
sector. and NFIs will be requested from Common Pipeline. 

- AORD: AORD’s Blue Nile Project, Conducted a joint assessment and verification with 
HAC, Jasmar, and World VIsion, for 3000 households newly displaced   in Gissan , Bow 
and Damazine. Now in the process of construction of shelters for 450 households 
from the newly displaced caseloads in Gissan, Baw and Damazine Localities. Due to 
the rain and access there was some delay, plus other reasons that AORD will discuss 
with the sector. 

- TGH: In central Darfur, TGH is continuing the construction of improved shelters in Um 
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Dukhon locality, for the returnees. Currently there is a high arrival rate of returnees 
to the Central Darfur state. In total TGH managed to cover 2400 households with NFIs 
in Muraddaf , Um Dukhon , Beltebe and Garaya localities , 400 shelters were 
constructed in Garraya for most vulnerable? In Addition, TGH managed to respond to 
6 disasters affected households In Umdukhon from the prepositioned stocks 
procured with ECHO funds, TGH is targeting 1,400 households in Garraya with NFIs or 
shelters according to the need.     

- Concern, Concern WW is in the process to serve 541 flood affected households in El 
Nuhood, West Kordofan. Now conducting a joint assessment in White Nile state with 
HAC and other government bodies (civil defense, MOSA )  in Al salam ,Rabak and 
Geteena localities, 1621 households were reported to be affected by floods . 

- ADRA: Currently no major updates, a school feeding project in Blue Nile state is 
ongoing. The situation in Gessan locality is stable .ADRA is targeting villages around 
Bakori and Fazogly localities. 

- GFO: GFO is based in South Darfur state, conducted a joint assessment  including HAC 
,Civil Defence , and MOSA  in flood areas in August., GFO submitted the NFI request 
and assessment report. 2300 households were affected by floods. In Kass locality: the 
government is mobilizing IDPs to return to their villages of origin, however there are 
still some movements of IDPS from the Jabal Marra to the camps. GFO and local 
partners are planning a joint assessment in October for IDPs and returnees in the 
area. 

- SRCS: Assistance to flood affected in El Nuhood, West Kordofan is on-going, SRCS 
managed to distribute NFIs to 300 households in Elnuhood from own stocks. SRCS 
and HAC conducted an assessment in Mujlad locality, West Kordofan, 260 households 
were reported to be flood affected, and another caseload of 240 households in Setaib 
town was reported flood affected. In August: SRCS attended the NFIs coordination 
meeting in Kadugli, 2000 new arrivals to Meram town West Kordofan were reported 
and need to be verified, also 5000 households reported new arrivals in Kharasana will 
require verification as well.In Sinnar, sinja town, NFIs from the common pipeline 
were distributed to 500 households affected by floods; the report was shared with 
the sector already. SRCS launched an international appeal to assist flood affected 
populations in different states, the appeal was launched in first week of September, 
and interventions will be updated and shared with the sector.  

Presentation by 
NOHS 

NOHS organization, active in North Darfur, gave a presentation on their shelter projects in 
returnee areas of Tina Karnoi and Um Barru. The PowerPoint is available with sector and can 
be share if requested. 

4Ws 
presentation  

OCHA Information Management Officer gave a presentation on the new 4Ws template to be 
completed by all partners. The objective of the 4Ws is to provide an overview of all activities 
planned against planned projects (both in HRP and non-HRP projects). 

*** 

Action point: 

1. For Sector reporting officer to circulate the 4Ws template with guidance. Deadline for 
submission is 09 October 2016 COB. 

AOB 

Mr. A.Gadir from OFDA inquired if SRCS could provide more information on their appeal , SRCS 
indicated that the appeal details are available on the IFRC federation website  

Osman From UMCOR inquired about the vehicle types used by SRCS in East Darfur to 
transport the South Sudanese, SRCS said due to some logistical issues including the rain and 
road accessibility, there was some delay in transportation arraignments. 
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Meeting participants 
 

Name Organization E-mail Phone Number 

Nevins Saeed UNHCR saeedn@unhcr.org;  0912534153 

Doaa 
Abdelrahman 

UNHCR abdelrdo@unhcr.org  

Rami khalid UNHCR 
khalidr@unhcr.org 

0912179692 

Ahmed Bakheit UNHCR  
alfadl@unhcr.orgi 

 0112345841 

Osman Al Fadil UMCOR 
ofahmed@umcor-suda.org 

0915285065 

Mohammed 
Ahmed Adam 

NOHS 
mohamed.adam1961@gmail.com 

0912161084 

Mahadi 
Mohammed 
GUD 

NOHS 
tawimahad@gmail.com 

0916024199 

Fatima Al Nair NOHS 
fatanohs@gmail.ocom 

0917159514 

Yahia M. Ali NCA 
Yahiya.mohammed.ali@nca.no 

0911249162 

Ahmad al Gundi SRSC 
Elgundi_nasser@ymail.com 

0918076476 

Abdalla Suliman SRCS 
Abdalla.suliman@hotmail.com 

0912610520 

Mohammed Al 
tahir 

GFO 
Gfamil.organization@gmail.com 

0911363097 

Enas Gaffar JASMAR 
Enas_28@yahoo.com 

0912988280 

Hind Sharfi OCHA 
omerm@un.org 

 

Hatim Badein USAID/OFDA 
hbadein@usaid.gov 

0912160831 

Abdelgadir 
Hamid 

USAID/OFDA 
ahamid@usaid.gov 

0912161248 

Hatim Haroun RDN 
rdnoffice@yahoo.com 

0915620577 

Malak Saeed UPO 
Program.head@unitedpeac.org 

0123304722 

Sarah Sami AORD 
Sarah_sami24@hotmail.com 

01230000342 

Aisha Ahmed  AORD 
Aisha.prog@aord.org.sd 

0123441409 

Mergani 
Mahjoub 

AOSCD 
Merg1966@gmail.com 

0115674726 

Abdalmalik AOSCD 
Abdalmalikabdalla111@GMAIL.COM 

0911150960 
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mailto:Elgundi_nasser@ymail.com
mailto:Abdalla.suliman@hotmail.com
mailto:Gfamil.organization@gmail.com
mailto:Enas_28@yahoo.com
mailto:omerm@un.org
mailto:hbadein@usaid.gov
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*** 

 

Next meeting: Wednesday 19 October at 11.00 -12:30 AM UNHCR White Nile Conference Room 

Abdalla Haroun 

Abdalla Yousif ECHO 
Abdullah.ahmed@echofield.eu 

0915593812 

Mohammed 
Salim Birim 

SORC 
Mohammedsalim42@gmail.com 

0912384892 

Leslie Levassort TGH 
Programmanger.soudan@triangle.gh,org 

0901739525 

Lucile Badon , TGH 
Grantsmanage.sudan@trianglegh.org 

0905927448 

Hamid Hussein Concern 
Sudan.erc@concern.net 

0124417255 

Alessandra Telcio ADRA 
Adra.manole@adrasudan.org 

0967087518 

Khalid Hassan BCDO 
director@rcdosd.org 

0911122246 

Ahmed Ishag SSDHA 
Ahmedishag21@yahoo.com 

0917215524 

Khalda Abu Zeid SSDHA 
khalda@hotmail.com 

096183133 
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